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Table I shows the coverage of HDA-CAS design requirements by the evaluation examples that are
presented in the continuation.

Ex. 1 Ex. 2 Ex. 3 Ex. 4
Hybridity X X
Diversity X X
Adaptivity X
Collectiveness X X
Privacy-compliance X X X
Human orchestration X X X

TABLE I: Coverage of HDA-CAS design requirements.

I. EXAMPLE 1
A user posts a question to the platform about restaurants with specific eating options in the vicinity.

The question is processed by the platform application representing our example and returned to the
user. The processing collective is hybrid, as it involves software services (Google/Yelp) that are queried
for restaurants as well as human peers queried via email or Twitter in accordance with their personal
delivery and privacy policies. The orchestration (plan composition) is software-managed – the workflow
is predetermined, and there is no need for negotiation. The workflow prescribes how the queries are
dispatched and how the replies are aggregated (e.g., preference for human replies if high reputation or
multiple matching answers from more than two peers; otherwise, preference for the software peer reply).

The relevant application code for performing such a task is short and straightforward (Listing 1). Note
that the code for collective provisioning and execution (aggregation) is already packaged within the CBT
handlers, which form part of the programming library, meaning that the developer only needs to provide the
parameters to use them. While the collective itself is hybrid, there is no direct collaboration (collectiveness)
between the peers. This scenario therefore simulates the conventional crowdsourcing scenarios, where a
task is solved through microtask parallelization with a predefined workflow without human orchestration.

1 /* Initialize and parameterize provided library handlers : */
2 pH1 = new ... pf. cbthandlers . provisioning . AskSmartSocietyProvHandler (N)
3 eH1 = new ... pf. cbthandlers . execution . AskSmartSocietyExecHandler ()
4 cH1 = new ... pf. cbthandlers . composition . AskSmartSocietyExecHandler (5, T)
5
6 TaskRequest taskReq = ... ;
7 Collective nearbyPeers =
8 ABC. createFromQuery (new CollectiveQuery ( requestor .location , ...));
9

10 TaskFlowDefinition tfd =
11 TaskFlowDefinition . onDemandWithOpenCall (pH1 ,cH1 ,null ,eH1)
12 . withInputCollective ( nearbyPeers );
13
14 CollectiveBasedTask cbt =
15 CBTBuilder .from(tfd ). withTaskRequest ( taskReq ). build ();
16
17 cbt. start ();
18
19 return cbt.get (10 , TimeUnit . MINUTES );

Listing 1: Hybrid crowdsourced answering with SmartSociety.
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II. EXAMPLE 2
In this example, we extend the previous example to include adaptivity and human orchestration. The

scenario remains the same, except that now we do not want that the aggregation workflow is static and
orchestrated by software. Instead, if possible a local human restaurant expert (e.g., a Google maps Local
guide) picks out the best suggestion out of the gathered ones. However, this scenario is more likely to
fail due to unavailability or response latency of the guide. In such cases, we need a failover strategy. The
programming model offers 2 possibilities in this case: a) detect the delay/failure through the use of the
CBT API and do an arbitrary corrective action, e.g., create a new CBT with different parameters, perhaps
along with an incentivization intervention to increase the likelihood of success, or simply apologize to
the user for failing; or b) define an adaptation policy to take an automated corrective action (in our case
failover to the scenario from Example 1). Listing 2 shows the relevant code snippet.

1
2 /* ** Variant a) ** */
3
4 /* Initialize library handlers -- pH2 , cH2 , eH1 , eH2.
5 * eH2 uses human orchestration . Failover handler eH1 (from Ex. 1). */
6
7 TaskRequest taskReq = ... ;
8 Collective nearbyPeers = ...;
9

10 TaskFlowDefinition tfd =
11 TaskFlowDefinition . onDemandWithOpenCall (pH2 , cH2 , null , eH2)
12 . withInputCollective ( nearbyPeers );
13
14 CollectiveBasedTask cbt =
15 CBTBuilder .from(tfd ). withTaskRequest ( taskReq ). build ();
16
17 cbt. start ();
18
19 TaskResult tRes = null;
20 try {
21 tRes = cbt.get (10 , TimeUnit . MINUTES );
22 return tRes;
23 } catch ( TimeoutException ex) {
24 nearbyPeers . incentivize (...); // manual corrective action
25 }
26
27 // second attempt
28 tfd = TaskFlowDefinition . onDemandWithOpenCall (pH2 , cH2 , null , eH1)
29 . withInputCollective ( nearbyPeers );
30 cbt = CBTBuilder .from(tfd ). withTaskRequest ( taskReq ). build (); // new attempt
31 cbt. start ();
32 // ...
33
34
35
36 /* ** Variant b) ** */
37
38
39 /* Initialize library handlers -- pH2 , cH2 , eH1 , eH2.
40 * eH2 uses human orchestration . Failover handler eH1 (from Ex. 1). */
41
42 TaskRequest taskReq = ... ;
43 Collective nearbyPeers = ...;
44
45 pH2 = pH2. onFail ( AdaptationPolicy .REPEAT , Ph1 );
46
47 TaskFlowDefinition tfd =
48 TaskFlowDefinition . onDemandWithOpenCall (pH2 , cH2 , null , eH2)
49 . withInputCollective ( nearbyPeers );
50
51 CollectiveBasedTask cbt =
52 CBTBuilder .from(tfd ). withTaskRequest ( taskReq ). build ();
53
54 cbt. start ();
55
56 /* ... */

Listing 2: Human orchestration and adaptation.
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III. EXAMPLE 3
This example simulates a simplified ride-sharing application. Each interested party submits ride requests

to the application, either as a driver offering a ride, or as a passenger seeking to take a ride and
share the costs. A ride request contains the following information: [driver/passenger, origin, destination,
departure time, arrival time, price/contribution, seats offered/requested]. Upon each submission of a ride
request, the platform re-runs the composition algorithm that creates new feasible ride plans in terms of
timing/seats/route constraints being met. Viable plans are then put on negotiation between potential peer
participants. After each individual ride request, acceptation, non-responding or refusal new plans can be
generated or existing ones invalidated/undecided. The platform, therefore, needs to continuously adjust
the state. In the course of the SmartSociety project a fully-fledged set of algorithms were developed for
handling particular this class of problems [1]. They are made readily available to any developer through
the programming API, i.e., through the CBT’s continuous orchestration mode, making the necessary
developer-side coding extremely simple (Listing 3).

The developer initializes the appropriate CBT type, by specifying a library-provided handler for con-
tinuous orchestration1 Upon each new ride request, a new instance of this CBT is instantiated. In the
background, the parameters of the requested ride are forwarded to the OM, triggering anew the ride
matching, plan generations and possible new negotiation. Ultimately, some rides and the corresponding
CBTs will succeed (with ‘agreed’ collective representing the passengers), while others will fail. It is up
to the developer to decide what will be the arbitrary application logic in both cases (e.g., updating the
user reputation, charging for the ride).

1
2 /* Initialize library handlers -- pH2 , cH2 , eH1 , eH2.
3 * eH2 uses human orchestration . Failover handler eH1 (from Ex. 1). */
4
5 TaskRequest taskReq = ... ;
6 Collective nearbyPeers = ...;
7
8 TaskFlowDefinition tfd =
9 TaskFlowDefinition . onDemandWithOpenCall (pH2 , cH2 , null , eH2)

10 . withInputCollective ( nearbyPeers );
11
12 CollectiveBasedTask cbt =
13 CBTBuilder .from(tfd ). withTaskRequest ( taskReq ). build ();
14
15 cbt. start ();
16
17 TaskResult tRes = null;
18 try {
19 tRes = cbt.get (10 , TimeUnit . MINUTES );
20 return tRes;
21 } catch ( TimeoutException ex) {
22 nearbyPeers . incentivize (...); // manual corrective action
23 }
24
25 // second attempt
26 tfd = TaskFlowDefinition . onDemandWithOpenCall (pH2 , cH2 , null , eH1)
27 . withInputCollective ( nearbyPeers );
28 cbt = CBTBuilder .from(tfd ). withTaskRequest ( taskReq ). build (); // new attempt
29 cbt. start ();
30 // ...

Listing 3: Ride-sharing scenario.

Compared to the previous two examples, this one is not characterized by hybridity. Namely, only 2
peer types are present and both are human peers. On the other hand, the peers are characterized by a
great diversity in goals (destination, times, acceptable costs). These types of optimization problems are

1For the sake of this example the execution handler is irrelevant, since we do not need to track the actual participation in a ride, but
merely agreeing to it; at that point we consider the task as successfully executed. Therefore, the execution handler is trivial and needs not
be explicitly specified – the programming model will instantiate a default (no-op) handler automatically.
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inherently difficult for humans to handle, as they involve too many variables to consider. For this reason,
the platform is taking over this complex computational burden and leaving it to the developer to provide
the remainder of the application’s business logic suited to his needs. On the other hand, the platform
is not actively searching for humans and engaging them, but merely reacting to human requests. In this
respect, the execution is truly human-orchestrated at runtime.

IV. EXAMPLE 4
Example 4 (Listing 4) illustrates another important class of tasks – intellectually-challenging (engi-

neering, creative) collective tasks. A programming (software engineering) task is the prime example of
such a problem. The simplified scenario used in this example assumes submitting a natural language
description of a Java software artifact that the platform application needs to produce for an external user.
The software artifact is produced by a simplified 2-stage methodology – the artifact is first coded by
collective members submitting to a joint repository, then tested against externally provided unit tests.
Since they involve primarily human experts with diverse skills, such tasks are not characterized by much
hybridity but by a high diversity. In order to solve such a task successfully, the team first needs to be
carefully assembled to contain compatible expert roles. This means that the provisioning phase needs
to offer advanced matching algorithms. In our case, we make use of the in-house developed algorithm
[2] for fuzzy skill matching inside the provisioning handler, hiding the collective formation complexity
from the developer. The TaskRequest swImplTaskReq needs to contain the requested number of experts
and natural-language (fuzzy) descriptions of the required skills (e.g., <"Java EE developer", "very
good">).

Unlike the previous examples, here we deal with a purely on-demand task – a problem at hand
that needs to be solved by peers actively located and engaged by the platform. This implies that peers
cannot self-initiatively apply for participation, nor is there a plan composition phase. Instead, the plan
is determined collectively by the provisioned peers through unmanaged (direct) communication based on
the understanding of the task as provided in the task request, implying that the overall orchestration is
human-driven. In order to support the communication requirement, the programming framework puts at
peers’ disposal the collective communication capabilities.
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1 /* Initialize library handlers pH4 , nH4 , eH4dev , eH4test */
2
3 // parameterize handlers
4 nH4 = nH4. withArguments ( NegotiationPattern . AGREEMENT_THRESHOLD , 0.5);
5
6 Collective javaDevs =
7 ResidentCollective . createFromQuery ( myQuery (" JAVA_DEV ");
8
9 CollectiveBasedTask progTask =

10 CBTBuilder .from( TaskFlowDefinition . onDemandWithoutOpenCall (pH4 , nH4 , eH4dev )
11 . withInputCollective ( javaDevs ))
12 . withTaskRequest ( swImplTaskReq ). build ();
13
14 progTask . start ();
15
16 /* ... assume negotiation on progTask done ... */
17
18 Collective testTeam ; // will be ABC
19 if ( progTask . isAfter ( CollectiveBasedTask . State . NEGOTIATION )) {
20 // out of provisioned devs , use other half for testing
21 testTeam = Collective . complement ( progTask . getCollectiveProvisioned (),
22 progTask . getCollectiveAgreed () );
23 }
24
25 while (! progTask . isDone ()) { /* do stuff or block */ }
26
27 nH4 = nH4. withArguments ( NegotiationPattern . AGREEMENT_THRESHOLD , 1.0);
28
29 CollectiveBasedTask testTask =
30 CBTBuilder .from( TaskFlowDefinition . onDemandWithoutOpenCall (null ,nH4 , eH4test )
31 . withInputCollective ( testTeam ))
32 . withTaskRequest (new TaskRequest ( progTask .get ()))
33 . build ();
34
35 if ( testTask .get (). QoR () < 0.7) return TaskResponse .FAIL;

Listing 4: Software engineering scenario.
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